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This program has resulted in the development of a set of simplified equations of motion that can be used to determine the motion of the airplane jsubsequent to the end of the catapult power stroke, and of an iteration procedure for determining the airplane displacement and rate conditions at the 1.
end of the catepult power-stroke, which become the initial conditions for the equations of mtion. A procedure for determining the catapult force is presented as a part of the iteration procedure.
I
The equations of motion were originally written in the gro'nd reference system, but this was subsequently abanged to the wind axis system, since most are made., however, for maintaining the location of the aircraft in the ground reference system.
In this simplified mathematical model the rigid landing gears are represented by non-linear tire springs and shock strut air springs. he unsprung masses of the gears are considerea to be massless and hence do not appear in the equations.
Since the hydraulic metering characteristics of the shock struts may not alWays be available for this analysis, this damping function has been eliminated from the model. However, since the extension damping fores in the landing gear contribute significantly to the motion of the airplanei between the end of the catapult stroke and deck edge, the effect of the extension damping is included by the use of an "attenuation factor". This factor is an empirically determined number that accounts for the reduction of static gear load during the gear extension cycle.
Although the method presented herein is considerably less complex than the more sophisticated procedures frequently used with aircraft whose characteristics are completely defined, this method should provide a good estimate of the carrier catapult performance characteristics of the aircraft. horizontal tranalation, vertical translation, and pit-h.
2) 1Rigid body motion only is considered for the airplane.
3) nte landing gear arrangement is of Vne tricycle type.
4) The main and nose gear stroking parts are massless.
5) The main and nose gear stroke perpendicularly to the airplane reference line.
6) The thrust is constant.
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7) The tail setting is constant. Since the shock struts vill be unloading during the deck run this problem is only concerned with the reverse darping characteristics of the struts.
For the F-8 airplane it was found that attenuation factors from .8 to .9
gave results that agreed with those obtained by more sophisticated methods.
It is racommended that in the absence of any data that a value in the range of .8 to .9 be used. If it is known that a mechanical device is preiient in the gear to provide additional orifice area for reverse stroking then a value between .95 and 1.00 is recommended for the attenuation factors.
Report No. in the wind sods system may be n,=:erically integrated to give tis-e histories J of the airplaae velocity and position. This procedure is straight forard with the excegtion that the gear loads are set tc zero when they pass ovme t.h deck edge.
The step by step procedure is as follows: 
COICLUDI1-', 0T-1hJ
The program presented in this report is in part based u pon e-miirica.
data; therefore, it will be very helpful to future users of the method t.c obtain and incorporate additional data and to irprove the accuracy ef the enpirical quantities.
I
If an airplane is or hecomes marginal in terms of sink aver the bow, 
